Energies and geometries have been obtained, at the 4-31G* level, for the four stable conformers of trans.N-methylacetamide that result from conformational isomerism of the CH, groups. Ab initio force fields were obtained for these four structures, and the force constants were scaled to experimental matrix-isolated frequencies. The results show that the conformers should be spectroscopically distinguishable, and in fact the observed bands can be satisfactorily assigned on this basis without invoking a non-planar amide group. Conformational isomerism may also be partly responsible for the unusual breadth of the amide V band.
INTRODUCTION
N-Methylacetamide (NMA) has been the subject of extensive spectroscopic study, both experimental [l-18] and theoretical [6-8,14,19-251, since it is the simplest model molecule for the peptide group in proteins. It is usually found in the trans form (t-NMA), since the cis form (c-NMA) is of intrinsically higher energy, estimated to be 2.3-2.6 kcal mol-' [ 14, 26, 27] . However, the cis form has been observed in aqueous solution by NMR [26, 28] and cis amide groups were found in some proteins by X-ray crystallography [ 291.
In the process of determining the vibrational dynamics of c-NMA by ab initio methods [ 301, we have been led to re-examine the studies on t-NMA. It became clear that insufficient attention had been given to the spectroscopic consequences of conformational isomerism in this molecule. As we will show below, the various conformers of t-NMA have energies within a few tenths of a kcal mol-' of each other. Thus, if this molecule is frozen in an inert gas matrix [9] [10] [11] 141 , we should expect to see evidence for the various conformers if they are spectroscopically distinguishable, particularly if deposition takes place from nozzles at different temperatures [ 141. This possibility has not been considered in previous analyses of the matrix spectra [9] [10] [11] 14, 24] ; in fact, it has been assumed that different torsional states of the CH3 groups are not likely to lead to frequency differences of the kind observed [ 91. We will show that such conformers are indeed distinguishable, and that the predicted results permit an understanding of hitherto unaccounted for details in the spectra.
We studied this problem by calculating ab initio force fields for the stable conformers of t-NMA. The force constants were all scaled identically, based on assignments of observed matrix-isolated frequencies to the calculated modes of the lowest energy structure. A comparison of predicted frequencies of the four stable structures with observed spectra [9, 10, 14] shows that almost all details in these spectra can be accounted for on the basis of the presence of different conformers of t-NMA. This may obviate the need to explain these observations in terms of a non-planar amide group [ 10,111.
TABLE 1
Relative ab initio energies (in kcal mol-* ) of equilibrium conformers of trans.N-methylacetamide 
ENERGIES AND GEOMETRIES
The ab initio Hartree-Fock calculations were done using Gaussian 86. We determined the equilibrium geometry of each conformer from a minimization of the total energy using the gradient method and with simultaneous relaxation of all geometric parameters and no initial assumption of planar symmetry. These calculations were carried out at the 3-21G, 3-21G*, 4-3lG, 4-31G*, 6-31G, and 6-31G* levels.
The relative energies of the four conformers for which equilibrium geometries were found with these basis sets are given in Table 1 . The conformer structures are shown in Fig. 1 , and can be characterized by the cis or tram relationship of an adjoining CH, group H atom to (C ) 0 and (N) H: I-cis-truns, II-cis-cis, III-truns-trans, IV-trans-cis. The order of stability differs with the basis set, although for 4-31G* and 6-31G* the structures II and IV are the lowest compared to I and III. For these basis sets we see that in any case the energy differences are expected to be quite small, making it very likely that all four conformers would be present, albeit in different proportions, in the vapor at room temperature.
Normal mode calculations showed essentially no differences between 4-31G* and 6-31G* frequencies, and we therefore used 4-31G* in subsequent calculations. The equilibrium structures of the four conformers with this basis set are shown in Table 2 . Also shown are some experimental values of parameters obtained from electron diffraction studies [31] . As expected [32] , there is a discrepancy between observed and calculated values. We used the ab initio geometry to obtain the force constants since we wished to examine the effects on the frequencies of geometric changes between conformers. These differences, though seemingly small (up to 0.003 A in some bond lengths and -3 ' in some bond angles), can have a significant effect on vibrational frequencies.
FORCE CONSTANTS AND VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES
Force constants were calculated by computing analytically the second derivative of the energy at the Hartree-Fock level for the optimized 4-31G* geometries of each of the four conformers. Since the normal mode calculations were , , +R, , S, =2R, , , %=2&r, 4 S, , , S, , =%, , S, , =R, , , h.=R, s+R, sz+R, ~ S, 7=2R, 9=R, , +R, , +R2o+Rzl+Rzz+R ,, =R, , , , =R, , , =R, , , , "Coordinates given for conformer II. Normalization constants are not shown. bs = stretch, ss = symmetric stretch, as = antisymmetric stretch, sb = symmetric bend, ab = antisymmetric bend, ib = in-plane bend, ob = out-of-plane bend, d = deformation, r= rock, t = torsion, Red = redundancy.
TABLE5
Scale factors for trans-N-methylacetamide Table 3, and Table 4 gives the set of local symmetry coordinates (shown for conformer II) used in the normal mode calculations, reflecting the plane of symmetry obtained for the equilibrium structure. Of the 30 normal modes of vibration, 19 are in-plane (A' ) and 11 are out-of-plane (A" ).
As is well known [ 321, frequencies calculated with ab initio force constants are lo-30% higher than experimental frequencies, primarily due to limitations in the basis set and neglect of electron correlation. In order to obtain a realistic representation of spectral changes due to differences in conformation, we therefore decided to scale the force constants to reproduce the observed frequencies. Separate scale factors were defined for the different types of internal coordinates and then determined by a least squares fitting of the calculated to the observed frequencies (all of the latter being assigned the same weight). In this procedure, the off-diagonal force constants Fij were scaled according to ( CiCj)1'2, where ci and cj are the scale factors for Fii and Fjj, respectively [ 321.
Since the ab initio calculation refers to an isolated molecule, it would be most appropriate to scale the calculated frequencies to the experimental gas phase frequencies [ 3,241. However, these data are not of high enough quality at the present time to permit distinguishing between different conformers. The N, and Ar matrix-isolated spectra [ 9, 10, 14] do contain this level of detail, and we have therefore used them in the refinement process. Although these frequencies are shifted slightly compared to the gas phase, probably indicating some interaction between the NMA and the matrix, they are close enough to serve as essentially isolated-molecule (certainly not hydrogen-bonded) modes. Conformer II is of lowest energy in 4-31G*, with conformer IV being very close and generally giving similar frequencies (in 6-31G* the order in energy is reversed, % = stretch, ss = symmetric stretch, as = antisymmetric stretch, sb = symmetric bend, ab = antisymmetric bend, ib = in-plane bend, ob = out-of-plane bend, d = deformation, r = rock, t = torsion. bmdyn A-l for stretch and stretch, stretch constants; mdyn for stretch, bend constants; mdyn A for all others.
so that even if this situation actually exists the refinement would not be changed substantially). We have therefore assigned the major bands to this conformer, using mostly the same general (and non-problematic) assignments arrived at by earlier workers [ 14,241 (small differences will be discussed below). The set of scale factors thus obtained for conformer II was then transferred unchanged to calculate the vibrational frequencies of the other conformers.
Although the force constants for CC torsion (t ) and NC t are positive (though small, indicating practically free CH, group rotation), off-diagonal constants involving these coordinates are not small and are often negative. As a result, the two lowest calculated frequencies (corresponding to these torsions) were negative. Since this is physically meaningless, we have excluded these two coordinates from the normal mode calculation, which is equivalent to assuming free rotation for both CH, groups. While this has no effect on the in-plane frequencies and eigenvectors and a negligible effect on the higher frequency out-of-plane modes, it does influence the lower frequency A" modes. We discuss below some specific consequences of this approximation, but we feel that it is probably not possible with the present basis set to obtain a highly accurate description of this part of the potential surface, and therefore some of the quantitative aspects of the low frequency modes must be accepted with caution. Table 5 presents the scale factors. The scaled force constants are shown in Table 6 (diagonal) and Table 7 (off diagonal 2 0.03). In Table 8 we compare the observed matrix-isolated frequencies with calculated values for the four conformers (using the complete force field), giving also the eigenvectors for conformer II (and in some cases for other conformers). We have also computed the normal modes for all the ND derivatives; these are not tabulated but we will refer to relevant results at appropriate points.
DISCUSSION
Experimental data on matrix-isolated t-NMA exist for N2 [9, 10, 14] and Ar [9,10] matrices. It is well known that shifts from gas phase frequencies are matrix-dependent, that larger shifts are found in N2 than in Ar matrices, and that high frequency stretching vibrations give negative shifts while low frequency bending modes show positive shifts [ 341. This needs to be kept in mind when comparing band frequencies in the two matrices. Because of the different geometries of substitutional sites in the two matrices, it may also be possible that there are different conformer ratios in these matrices. In one of the studies [ 141, spectra in a N, matrix were compared for deposition from the nozzle at room temperature and at 770 K, significant new bands in the latter being associated with c-NMA. Since, as we have seen, the energy difference between cis and truns NMA is much larger than the differences between conformers of t-NMA, it is not only reasonable to expect to see evidence of these conformers in the spectra, but we may also expect to observe changes in associated band intensities with nozzle temperature.
In the NH stretch (s) region, bands are observed at 3507 and 3503 cm-l in Ar and 3495 and 3490 cm-l in N2 [ 91. The former pair are close to the gas phase frequency (3501 cm-l [ 3]), and the decrease in N2 can be attributed to the larger interaction shift in this matrix [ 341. The presence of two bands was attributed to the co-existence of c-NMA and t-NMA, but this is unlikely in view of the probable assignment of c-NH s to a band at 3458 cm-l that appears at high nozzle temperature [ 141. On the other hand, two NH s bands can be accounted for by the major presence of conformers II and IV, which are expected to have detectably different NH s frequencies (see Table 8 ). This is due to the difference in NH s force constants (6.775 for II vs. 6.821 for IV), since the bond lengths are the same (Table 2) , and reflects the slightly different electronic structures in these different molecular conformations. It might be thought that the band intensities could be used to determine the relative amounts of II and IV in the different matrices, but this would be based on the unwarranted assumption that the relative extinction coefficients are the same for each matrix. It is known that the infrared intensity of the NH s mode is very sensitive to intermolecular interactions [35] , and since these might be relatively different for the two conformers in the two matrices, it cannot be assumed that the relative extinction coefficients are unchanged. No bands are obviously assignable to conformers I and III, but a shoulder near 3500 cm-' in the Ar spectrum might be associated with these structures.
The amide I mode (mainly CO s) has not been examined in sufficient detail to determine if the predicted conformation-dependent splitting is observed. [ 17, 181 , and this has been confirmed by ab initio studies [ 301. Thus, it is more reasonable to assign the 1523,151l cm-' pair to different conformers, and this is well supported by the calculations. These assignments also agree with the observed relative intensities of the bands (conformers II and IV predominating over I and III) and with the relative intensity increase of the higher frequency band for the higher nozzle temperature [ 141.
The frequencies and eigenvectors in the region of the CH, antisymmetric bend (ab) and symmetric bend (sb) modes are very sensitive to the scale factors and conformations. For example, while accepting the assignment of the 1472 cm-' band to a fundamental [ 141, we find that it is impossible to scale it to an out-of-plane frequency in this region [ 141 without significantly disrupting the nature of other modes. However, if we assign this band to an in-plane mode, as has been proposed [ 51, the refinement proceeds satisfactorily, with the appropriate out-of-plane modes being assigned to the 1446 cm-' band. Even within this framework, small changes in scale factors (and therefore force constants) can significantly affect the eigenvectors, so the present descriptions should be considered tentative in detail. Such small intrinsic changes in force constants between conformers (since scale factors are kept the same), undoubtedly combined with the structural changes, therefore account for the significant predicted differences in frequencies and eigenvectors of certain modes. For example, the slightly larger CCHB sb force constants for III (0.538) and IV (0.537) than for I (0.530) and II (0.530) could be the main factor determining the slightly higher frequencies of the former two modes; an analogous situation holds for NCH, sb. In contrast, the trend in the CCH, ab frequencies runs counter to that of the force constants, indicating that structural differences probably play the dominant role in this case.
The observed bands in this region are quite well accounted for by the calculations, including reasonable assignments to conformers. The 1472 cm-' band can be assigned to the NCHB ab (A' ) modes of the predominant II and IV conformers, with the 1459 cm-' band in Ar indicating a larger population of I and/or III in this matrix. The relative intensity increase in Ar of the 1453 cm-' band, well assigned to the NCH3 ab (A " ) mode, would similarly indicate an enhanced presence of I and/or III in this matrix. The observed bands near 1446 and 1432 cm-' are well assigned to overlapping A' and A" modes of CCH3 ab. The enhanced intensity of the 1429 cm-' band in Ar would be consistent with a relatively higher concentration of conformer II in this matrix. The 1418 cm-' band is easily associated with NCH, sb (A' ) of the predominant II and IV conformers, with the weaker 1415 and 1411 cm-' bands being assigned to I and III, respectively. (The latter also show the expected intensity increase with increasing nozzle temperature [ 141. ) If the calculated frequency order is correct, the relative intensity increase of the 1409 cm-l band in Ar would indicate a favored presence of III in this matrix. It is interesting that these modes are predicted to shift on N-deuteration (because of a small NH ib contribution) to 1403,1408,1402, and 1404 cm-' for I, II, III, and IV, respectively. The 1418 cm-' band in N2 does disappear on N-deuteration
[lo] (the 1419 cm-' band in Ar [lo] could be due to a predicted 1419 cm-l CCH, ab (A') mode of III, shifted from 1444 cm-'), with the predicted -1404 cm-' bands possibly appearing as "tine structure" on the dominant HDO band at -1400 cm-' [ 10,141. The CCH, sb modes near 1370 cm-' show a splitting [lo] consistent with our calculations. The enhanced intensity of the 1365 cm-' band in Ar would again support the previous indications that the concentration of conformer II is relatively higher in this matrix. The predicted effect of N-deuteration, modes of I, II, III, and IV shifting to 1360, 1356, 1371, and 1368 cm-', respectively, is consistent with observed bands at 1368 and 1360 cm-' [ 10,141 that are assignable to these modes.
The so-called amide III mode (largely NH ib plus CN s) is also expected to show a conformation dependence, being predicted near 1265 cm-l for conformers II and IV and 1258 cm-l for I and III. Bands are observed at 1265 cm-' in N, [ 9,141 and at 1264 and 1252 cm-' in Ar [lo] . These are appropriately assignable to the calculated modes, and are again consistent with a larger proportion of I and/or III in Ar. On N-deuteration, the ND ib mode is predicted at -904 cm-', and a new band is observed at -916 cm-' [ 141.
The NCH3 rock (r) mode is predicted near 1180 cm-' for conformers II and IV and near 1156 cm-l for I and III. Bands are observedat 1181 and 1168 cm-' [ 141 that can be satisfactorily assigned to these structures, and that exhibit the expected intensity behavior with increased nozzle temperature [ 141. All of these modes are predicted to shift to -1193 cm-' on N-deuteration, and a new band is indeed found at 1200 cm-' [14] . (The strong band at -1180 cm-l [ 141 is undoubtedly due to D,O. )
The NC s modes for conformers II and IV are well assigned to an observed band at 1089 cm-'. On N-deuteration these modes are predicted to shift to 1137, 1155, 1129, and 1144 cm-' for I, II, II, and IV, respectively, and new bands are observed near 1121 and possibly 1135 cm-l.
While the A" CCH, r frequency is not expected to be conformation dependent, and is assignable to the observed band at 1037 cm-', the A' modes are significantly sensitive to conformation and would account for observed bands at 990 and 980 cm-' [ 141. The nozzle temperature dependence of the relative intensities of these bands [ 141 would be consistent with conformer I increasing more than III at the higher temperature. On N-deuteration, these bands are predicted to shift to 998 and 977 cm-', which would be consistent with observed bands at 994 and 979 (sh) cm-l [ 141.
The mainly CN s mode predicted at -860 cm-' is observed at 857 cm-', consistent with its association with the predominant II and IV conformers. Although a conformation sensitivity is indicated, the -10 cm-l calculated separation is probably in the range of scale factor uncertainty (observed conformer bands are associated with calculated separations of -25 cm-'; compare modes near 1170 and 970 cm-' ).
The CN s, CO ib mode near 660 cm-' is well predicted, and again seems not to reflect a predicted conformer splitting of -10 cm-'. However, the CO outof-plane bend (ob) mode is predicted to show a conformer splitting of only N 8 cm-', yet two assignable bands appear to be present (626 and 619 cm-'). It may be that the absence of the CHB t contributions is beginning to be felt for out-of-plane modes in this region.
The CCN deformation (d) mode is predicted to show a splitting of 6 cm-l between conformers IV and II, and we assign the bands observed at 439 and 429 cm-' to these structures, respectively. This assignment requires further discussion, since it has been proposed [ 91 that the 439 cm-' band in N2 matrix is an amide V mode (CN t plus NH ob) because its intensity decreases on Ndeuteration. It has been suggested [9] that the remaining weaker 439 cm-' band in this case was due to residual undeuterated species, but this is not consistent with a similar result [ 141 in which the amide II band is essentially absent, indicating that no undeuterated molecules are present. In Ar matrix, weak bands are present at 442 and 437 cm-' [lo] , the N-deuteration-sensitive amide V mode now being at 391 cm-'. (We discuss below in more detail the assignment of amide V.) Our interpretation, therefore is that CCN d of conformer IV is to be assigned to 439 cm-', that it is present to a greater extent (compared to II) in the Nz matrix, and that amide V in Nz is also at 439 cm-l and overlaps it. It is worth noting that on N-deuteration these bands shift to 436 and 426 cm-', exactly the 3 cm-' decrease predicted from normal mode calculations.
Skipping amide V for the moment, we see that the CNC d mode is predicted to be conformation-sensitive. The observed bands at 295 and 279 cm-' are assignable to such modes, and their intensities are completely consistent with a preponderance of conformers II and IV and an enhancement in the relative amount of I and/or III in Ar.
The amide V mode presents a special problem, in part because the exclusion of the CH, torsion coordinates from the normal mode calculations makes these predictions more uncertain than those for the high frequency modes. These coordinates have a significant effect, as can be seen from the calculated frequencies of 404,383,409, and 401 cm-' in this approximation vs. 447,339,449, and 342 cm-' when the torsion coordinates are included, for conformers I, II, III, and IV, respectively. Probably neither calculation is completely accurate. Another aspect of the problem is that two different strong bands are found to be sensitive to N-deuteration, 391 cm-' in Ar matrix [lo] and 439 cm-' in Nz matrix [ 91. These have been interpreted in terms of amide V of t-NMA and c-NMA respectively [ 91, but we believe that another explanation is more likely. First, we should note that in N2 there is no 391 cm-l band and in Ar there is no 439 cm-' band (although there are two very weak N-deuteration-sensitive bands at 442 and 437 cm-'). Thus, the above interpretation [9] implies that there is no t-NMA in the N2 matrix, certainly an unsupportable conclusion! Second, the 391 and 439 cm-' bands cannot be correlated with separate conformers, supposedly II and IV (they are too strong for I and III): our analyses of other bands indicated that II and IV are present together (even though the relative amount of II is perhaps larger in Ar ), in addition to which the observed separation of 48 cm-' is too large compared with the calculated IV-II difference of 18 cm-' (down to 3 cm-' when CH, torsions are included). This 48 cm-' separation, however, would be consistent with the calculated I, III-II difference of N 24 (no CH3 torsions) to 109 cm-' ( CH3 torsions included).
Our interpretation of the amide V modes of t-NMA is therefore as follows. In Ar, we assign the 391 cm-l band to conformer II, and probably IV (although a reliable calculated splitting might indicate an assignment of the weak 379 cm-' band to the latter conformer).
It is reasonable [ 341 that the lowest frequency, implying the weakest interactions with the matrix, occurs in Ar. (It is interesting that the lowest amide V frequency obtained in various inert solvents was 418 cm-l in cyclopentane [ 131.) We assume, following the trend indicated by the torsions-included calculation, that I and III account for the very weak bands at 442 and 437 cm-'. In Nz, we believe that interactions with the matrix raise the amide V frequency to 439 cm-', which is a reasonable amount [ 341. (In carbon disulfide, the amide V frequency moves up to 470 cm-l [ 131. ) This band is again assigned to II and IV, with I and III associated with the weak N-deuteration-sensitive band at 482 cm-l [ 91. The coincidence of the 439 cm-l band with the 442,437 cm-' bands in Ar is considered fortuitous. While exact details await a more accurate definition of the low-frequency energy surface, we believe that this interpretation is reasonable and is completely consistent with the comparable conclusions reached from the analysis of the rest of the spectrum.
It is important to note, incidentally, that our results provide a possible explanation for the well-known [ 4,361 but poorly understood [4, 37] large breadth of the amide V band in the condensed state: in addition to the obviously large effect of a range of intermolecular interactions (in this case, a range of hydrogen bond strengths to other NMA (liquid) molecules or to solvent) leading to a range of frequencies, it is clear that conformational isomerism can play a significant role, our normal mode calculations showing a frequency spread of N 25-100 cm-' between structures in which a (CH,)H atom is tram vs. cis to (N)H. This may also be the origin of the broad amide V band in the disordered solid phase of t-NMA [ 41.
CONCLUSIONS
Calculations of ab initio energies, at either the 4-3lG* or 6-31G* levels, show that the energy differences between the four stable conformers of truns-NMA are small enough that all four structures would be expected to co-exist at room temperature, and thus to be present in a matrix-isolated sample. Determination of the ab initio force fields, scaled to reproduce the experimental frequencies, shows that the conformers should be spectroscopically distinguishable. We have analyzed the infrared spectra of NMA in Ar [9, 10] and N2 [ 9, 10, 14] matrices, and shown that essentially all the observed bands can be interpreted in terms of predicted modes of the expected four conformers. The relative band intensities are consistent with the calculated relative energies of the conformers, as are changes in intensities with temperature.
These results show that it is not necessary to invoke the existence of a nonplanar amide group [lo] in order to account for the unexpected additional bands in the spectra. The ab initio results predict a planar amide group for NMA, as they do for formamide [ 381 and is confirmed experimentally [ 391, and our analysis of the NMA spectra is consistent with this conclusion.
The unusually large breadth of the amide V band of NMA in condensed states has not yet had a completely satisfactory explanation. While part of the reason may be the heterogeneity of hydrogen bond interactions, our studies suggest that conformational isomerism may also be a contributing factor. It is clear that such isomerism cannot be neglected in achieving a full understanding of the spectroscopic properties of trurzs-N-methylacetamide.
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